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The Importance of Vocabulary on 3   rd   and 4     th  Grade Standardized   
Tests

Words are our tools to communicate with others, as well as explore and analyze the
world around us.  Therefore, it stands to reason that children with a limited vocabulary
will be handicapped in their educational progress.  The most obvious effect of an
underdeveloped vocabulary will be seen in poor reading comprehension, as children
struggle to extract meaning from reading passages.
 
Well-developed vocabulary and reading comprehension skills are central to success
on the standardized tests used in most states, with—in many cases—students’
promotion to higher grades directly at stake.  Vocabulary appears in two main ways:

1) Reading questions that directly test vocabulary
2) Comprehension questions that require strong vocabulary knowledge.

This document gives an overview of the importance of vocabulary to some of the most
widely used standardized tests of reading, including:

• National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)
• California Standards Test – English-Language Arts
• Illinois Standards Achievement Test (ISAT3)
• New York English Language Arts
• Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT)
• Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills (TAKS)

The following pages include excerpts from publicly available samples of test passages.
While not a comprehensive overview of all state tests, these examples clearly show the
importance of vocabulary skills to success on 3rd and 4th grade standardized tests of
reading.
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NAEP Reading Assessment and Vocabulary

The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) measures the achievement
of students nationwide in reading, based on the latest scientific research.  From the
table below, we can see the critical importance of vocabulary to many different
elements of text knowledge and comprehension tested by NAEP:

Aspect of Reading
Element of
Literary Text

Forming a General
Understanding

Developing
Interpretation

Making
Reader/Text
Connections

Examining
Content and
Structure

Which words describe
what the story is
mostly about?  Use
evidence from the text
to support your
response.

Which words let you
know that time has
gone by?  Explain
with evidence from
the story.

Explain the double
meaning of ____.
Tell which
meaning better
explains the major
ideas in the
passage.

Why does the
author use the
words ____to
describe how
______ feels?

Which words do you
think mean the same
as the title?  Tell
why you think so.

Why did the
author give a
definition of ____
in paragraph 2?

Use the context to
tell the meaning of
_____.

Explain why the
phrase ____is
useful in these
directions.

Why does the
author use the
words _____to
present the last
step of the
directions?

The following page gives a specific example from a Grade 4 NAEP reading passage.
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California Standards Test and Vocabulary

The English-Language Arts Standards Test is administered as part of the Standardized
Testing and Reporting (STAR) Program under policies set by the California State
Board of Education.  California uses the CAT/6, which is the latest edition of the Terra
Nova.  From the table below, we can see the critical importance of vocabulary to the
strands/reporting clusters administered on the Grade 3 exam:

Strand/Reporting Cluster Number of
Questions
on Exam

• Word Analysis
• Reading Comprehension
• Literary Response & Analysis
• Writing Strategies
• Written Conventions

20  (30% of total)
15
8
9
13
Total = 65

The vocabulary and comprehension skills tested in Grade 3 include:

• 3RW1.4 Vocabulary and Concept Development: Use knowledge of
antonyms, synonyms, homophones, and homographs to determine the meanings
of words.

• 3RW1.5 Vocabulary and Concept Development: Demonstrate knowledge of
levels of specificity among grade-appropriate words and explain the importance
of these relations (e.g., dog/mammal, animal/living things).

• 3RW1.6 Vocabulary and Concept Development: Use sentence and word
context to find the meaning of unknown words.

• 3RW1.7 Vocabulary and Concept Development: Use a dictionary to learn the
meaning and other features of unknown words.

• 3RW1.8 Vocabulary and Concept Development: Use knowledge of prefixes
(e.g., un-, re-, pre-bi-, mis-, dis-) and suffixes (e.g., -er, -est, -ful) to determine
the meaning of words.
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Sample Reading Passage
From California Standards Test

In addition, this test includes vocabulary items that are NOT related to reading
passages, such as the following:

12. Which word is an ANTONYM for slow?

A noisy
B dull
C easy
D quick
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Illinois Standards Achievement Test (ISAT3) and Vocabulary

Illinois tests reading using the ISAT3 beginning in grade 3.  The breakdown of
questions shows that vocabulary skills are essential to succeeding on this standardized
reading test:

Grade 3 Grade 4
State Goal 1—Reading 70% 70%
Standard 1A—Vocabulary
Development

14% 14%

Words in Isolation 7% 7%
Words in Context 7% 7%

The following pages include samples from the ISAT3 released items.
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Sample Vocabulary Items
From ISAT3

The following sample questions are typical of those that follow a reading
comprehension passage.  In this example, the passage provided was a nonfiction
passage about a veterinarian:

Q. What is the name for a doctor that helps sick animals?
• A gardener
• An architect
• A fisherman
• A veterinarian

Q. Dr. Keller often heals sores. Which is most like a sore?
• A bruise
• A bandage
• A tooth
• A muscle

The following sample questions test vocabulary knowledge in isolation.  These
questions are typical of those that do not follow a reading passage:

Q. What does unable mean?
• very able
• too able
• not able
• almost able

Q. What is the root of the word shortage?
• or
• age
• short
• tag
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New York State Testing Program and Vocabulary   

The Grade 4 English Language Arts test contains multiple-choice questions based on
brief reading passages and performance assessment items. They measure students’
attainment of skills such as:

• understanding story events
• drawing conclusions
• making predictions
• identifying the main idea
• using vocabulary strategies
• identifying supporting details
• identifying point of view
• evaluating ideas
• understanding features that distinguish genres
• using figurative language to interpret text.
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Sample Reading Passage
From New York English Language Arts Test
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Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT) and Vocabulary

The FCAT incorporates questions from the SAT 9 test.  The following sample items
show that the standards and items tested require a strong base in vocabulary:

Passage 1: Fiction
1. Identifying synonyms

Passage 2: Nonfiction
9. Using context to identify word or phrase meaning
13. Using context to identify word or phrase meaning

Passage 5: Nonfiction
30. Understanding phrases

Passage 6: Poem
34. Using context to derive word meaning

The vocabulary items on the FCAT include synonyms, multiple meaning words, and
words in context.  The multiple meaning words items are unusual in that the student has
to read a sentence with an underlined word and then choose which of four other
sentences uses the word in the same way.

See the next page for sample items from the publicly-available FCAT Reading Sample
Test Book for Grade 3.
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Sample Reading Passage
From FCAT
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Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills (TAKS) and Vocabulary

The TAKS assessment maps items on the reading test to state standards.  The
vocabulary and comprehension skills tested include the following objective which is
linked to the corresponding state standard:

(3.8)  Reading/vocabulary development.
The student develops an extensive vocabulary.

(C) use resources and references such as beginners’ dictionaries,
glossaries, available technology, and context to build word meanings and
to confirm pronunciations of words

(D) demonstrate knowledge of synonyms, antonyms, and multi-meaning
words (for example, by sorting, classifying, and identifying related

words)

On the FCAT, only vocabulary words that appear in a passage are tested.  Students are
expected to use context as well as other strategies like synonyms, antonyms, prefix,
root, or suffix identification to derive word meaning.  Students may also be asked to use
a dictionary entry or explain the context clues they used to derive the meaning of a
word.
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Sample Reading Passage
From TAKS 2004
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Sample Vocabulary Questions
From TAKS 2004

S-1 In paragraph 1, which word helps the reader know what the word     drooped    means?
• proud
• floppy
• young
• different

1. Which word best describes St. Martin?
• --Strong
• --Worried
• --Caring
• --Upset

7. In paragraph 16, the word      matted     means—
• --curled
• --long
• --tangled
• --soft

33. Which words from paragraph 2 help the reader know what    layer    means?
• --top part of the ground
• --for so long
• --decided to go
• --the rain finally stopped


